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The Russian and Japanese Empires were rivals for
control of Manchuria (China) and Korea (figure 1) at
the turn of the 19th century for trade and economic
advantage. The Japanese were wary of Russian expansion into the far east which they considered within
the Japanese sphere of Asian influence.
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In 1907, world powers
met in the Ridderzaal
in The Hague, Netherlands for the Second
Hague Peace Conference (figure 3). The
first peace conference
had been held in 1899.
This second conference
was a continuation of
the first to expand the
previous agreements
with regard to war.

Japan’s proposal to
solve the problem
- Russia should control Manchuria and Japan
would control Korea. This solution was not acceptable to Russia. Fearing further Russian incursion into Asia, Japan went to war to protect their
interests and the Russo-Japanese War (figure 2)
ensued in 1904 with the Japanese victorious in
1905. Japan formalized control of Korea despite
objections voiced by the Korean Emperor.
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Initially considered for attendance by Queen Wilhelmina (1880–
1962) (figure 4), Korea was not invited at the behest of Japanese
diplomats declaring Japan the legal representative of Korea.
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(figure 5) objected and pursued a different path by sending a secret delegation of
three members (figure 6), Yi Tjoune (1859-1907), Head
diplomat Yi Sang-seol (1871-1917)
and Yi Wi-jong (1884–1924) to attend the peace conference uninvited.
The goal of this effort was that the
emissaries would attend the peace
Emperor Gojong of Korea
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conference and declare Korea an independent empire. He hoped that by
doing so and stating the Korean position, the world nations in attendance would
approve of the declaration and Japan’s
hold on Korea would be released.
This secret contingent of three traveled
on the Trans-Siberian Railroad (figure
7) for two months before reaching the
Hague.
On arrival in the Hague, the trio were
denied entry into the Ridderzaal conference site. Although unable to enter, they
brought the Emperor’s letter of charges
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before journalists as well as an independent newspaper’s press conference for
publication. The letter outlined reasons for Korea to become a sovereign nation,
independent of Japan; something the Japanese were determined to stop.

Yi Tjoune protested the delegates’ refusal for entry and
continued speaking out against Japanese policy to any
officials outside the conference who would listen.
Yi was found dead several days later in his room at the
Hotel De Jong (figure 8) with no known cause of death
recorded. The hotel has since been converted into the
Yi Jun Peace Museum in Yi’s honor. The museum contains many handwritten notes, documents, news articles from the period as well as other items.
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Theories for the death ranged from an accidental fall to assassination by Japanese
spies. Yi however did become ill during the trip. Was he possibly poisoned? Tjyongoui Yi buried Yi Tjoune in Oud Eik en Duinen cemetery in The Hague.
The mysterious death of Yi Tjoune was romanticized by the Korean Empire and
the story of his death portrayed as a public suicide witnessed by the international
delegates during a conference session. Such a scene is
even depicted on a North Korean stamp issue (figure
9) marking his death anniversary. As the three delegates were never allowed into the hall of the proceedings, this story is only a myth.
After the incident, and likely as punishment, Emperor
Gojong was forced to abdicate the throne in favor of
his son Sunjong. A short while thereafter, he was taken into Japanese custody and lived the remainder of his life in Deoksu Palace. Yi
is celebrated today as a national hero in both North and South Korea (figure 10).
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